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ABSTRACT 
A firewall is a system or group of systems that enforces an acce s contr I poli b t\J en 
two or more networks. The actual means by which this is accomplished varie v idel , but 
in principle, the firewall can be thought of as a pair of rnechani m : one hich exist to 
block traffic, and the other which exists to permit traffic. ome firewall pla e a greater 
emphasis on blocking traffic, while others emphasize permitting traffic. Probably the 
most important thing to recognize about a firewall is that it implements an access control 
policy. If we do not have a good idea of what kind of acce yell want to all w or to deny, 
a firewall really would not help you. It i al important t recognize that the firewall' 
configuration because it i a mechanism for enforcing p lie , imposes it policy on 
everything behind it. Adrnini trator for firewalls managing the c nnectivity f r a large 
number of hosts therefore have a heavy responsibility. 
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CHAPTER! INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Overview 
This chapter describes the purposes of the project and the problems to be solved. The 
system functions and rationale of the project will be discussed too later in this chapter. 
The aim of this project is to define a firewall. The firewall in an organization u es provides 
the security at the entranceway to network. If you permit individuals to use modems, your 
organization does not have a single entryway, but many ports of expo ure. The firewall 
should function at the level required by your policy for authenti ating traffic, collecting 
sufficiently detailed logging, and perhaps inspection of data which pas es for viruses or 
applets). 
Most of all, a firewall is an implementation f ecurity policy. The policy it elf should be 
based on examining your organization's a sets and determine which level of' access is 
appropriate when c rnpared t the risk to tho e as el . 
1.2 Project Motivation 
In order to guard the traffic of \i hether it i · from out side or inside of a large computer 
network, a firev all is ne .es ·ar to pre ent sp v are or unauthorized intruders t access u 
certain computer stem. computer n tv orl fire" 1:111 is nn el' ·tr nic blocking 
mechani m that " ill not allo unauthorized intruders into u 'omputer s stem. A computer 
fir •wall is a , rt 11·' progrnm th t t In 'I\' I ol ·nliul hn ·k 't' · fr m · mr i11 Ii lduul 'ot111 uter 
or your om] ut •1· n •tv erk, lun dl l'n'rl;ll\'I 't)tn1~uter I1r v all sol war pn 'kn 014 are 
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available with a broad variety of costs and update options. Any computer that is always 
connected to the internet needs a firewall package. 
Firewall Software is a basic requirement for anyone using broadband to prevent hacking, 
virus, and other security risks. Firewall software is software designed to prevent 
unauthorized access to a computer or network that is connected to the Internet. Firewall 
software comes in a variety of forms, offering a wide variety of features protection 
capabilities, scalability and cost. From personal firewall software that can be purchased for 
a few dollar, to corporate firewall software costing thousands, firewall oftware is a 
necessary component of having any type f broadband connection. Typically firewall 
software works by hiding your computer (via the ports that connect it to the Internet) from 
unknown users. Firewall software basically 1 tealths' your computer of netw rk, hiding it 
from hackers who cour the Internet looking for vulnerable ornputers that they can gain 
access to. 
1.3 'Project Objective 
o Do research on firewal I technologies. 
0 Develop a firewall filtering uses a range of information in the packet header for 
example, source and de tination IP addre ses, port, and protocol) while routing 
uses only the destination IP address. 
o Det cts and Block mali ious Internet a ti it before it an rea h computer, 
o ldenti fit:~s attackers and t p!;! or auuck t IP. 
0 Prete 't r I'S n l lnformatien from hu ·l· \rs. 
o A lerts and Rec rds thr ·nt ·ning Int "'1'11 t l!'nni ' lo ·nm1 u1 T. 
2 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
21)()< ~004 
ID Task Name Start Flnl$/I Dvro/ton I Jvl I Aua I BM I e 1 I ND• I Ou """ T ·~ I M•r rA/lf 
1 Project Definitions 6/16/2004 712712004 30d - 2 Literature Review 6125/2004 7/29/2004 25d - 3 Research 7119/2004 8/2712004 30d - 4 System Analysis 8118/2004 9/9/2004 17d - 5 System Design 9/1/2004 10/112004 23d - 6 Implementation 1011/2004 116/2005 70d 
7 Testing 112/2004 2/5/2004 25d 
8 Documentation 7/26/2004 2/16/2005 150d 
1.6 Report Layout 
This report has been divided to 5 chapters, which are organized as follow : 
I. Chapter I Introduction 
Introduces the current networking technologies as ociates with thi pr ject and 
FirePower, project definition, project objectives, project schedule and report layout, 
11. Chapter 2 Literature Review 
This will include all the related topic to firewall and also case tudy of the 
commercial internet firewall product as a reference. 
111. Chapter 3 Methodology 
Define the Metbodolog u ·eel for iref'ov er de elopment. Metbodol g " ill 
offer a step-by-step approu .h l the I ired situation - and ·n ·h st~ " ill off ·r 
some uccess and b '11 flt. 
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iv. Chapter 4 System Requirements Analysis 
Explain what to build firewalls using different technologies that arc available. It 
also presents the evaluation criteria should apply when developing the most 
appropriate firewall. 
v. Chapter 5 System Design 
Overview of Internet firewall design in order to produce firewall olution for our 
machine. 
VI. Chapter 6 System Implementation 
Explain fundamentally how filtering driver works. 
Vil. Chapter 7 System Testing 
Overview of implementing ystem testing throughout the whole development. 
v11. Chapter 8 System valuation 
Define the strengths and weaknesses of the system and follow by indicating future 
enhancement. 
5 
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CHAPTER2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction of Networking 
In the world of computers today, networking is the practice of linking two or more 
computing devices together for the purpose of sharing data. Networks are built with a mix 
of computer hardware and computer software. 
Computer networks come in many different shapes and sizes. Over the years, the 
networking industry has coined terms like "LAN" and "WAN" attempting to define 
sensible categories for the major types of network designs. The preci e meaning of thi 
terminology remains lost on the average person however. 
2.2 Network Structure 
The industry refers to nearly every type of network as an "area networl ." The mo t 
commonly-discussed categorie of computer networks include the following: 
1. Local Area Network (LAN) 
11. Wide Area Network (WAN) 
6 
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2.2.1 LAN 
A LAN connects network devices over a relatively short distance. A networked office 
building, school, or home usually contains a single LAN, though sometimes one building 
will contain a few small LANs, and occasionally a LAN will span a group of nearby 
buildings. In [P networking, one can conceive of a LAN as a single IP subnet. 
Besides operating in a limited space, LANs include several other distinctive features. 
LANs are typically owned, controlled, and managed by a single person or organization. 
They also use certain specific connectivity technologies, primarily thernet and Token 
Ring. 
2.2.2 WAN 
As the term implies, a wide-area network spans a large physical distance. A WAN like the 
[nternet spans most of the world! 
A WAN is a geographically-dispered collection of LANs. A network device called a router 
connects LANs to a WAN. In IP networking the r uter maintain b th a N adores and 
a WAN addre s. 
7 
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2.3 Computer Network Security Threat 
2.3.1 Types of Attack 
Before determining exactly what type of firewall we need, we must first understand th 
nature of security threats that exist. The Internet is one large community, and as in any 
community it has both good and bad lements. The bad elements range from incompetent 
outsiders who do damage unintentionally, to the proficient) malicious hackers who m unt 
deliberate assaults on companies using the Internet as their weapon of choice. 
Generally there are three types of attack that could potentially affect our business: 
o Information theft: Stealing company confidential information, such a ernpl yee 
records, customer records, or company intellectual property 
o In formation sabotage: hanging in formation in an attempt to damage an individual 
or company's reputation, uch as changing employee medical or educational 
records or uploading derogatory content onto your Web ite 
o Denial of service (DoS): Bringing down your company's network or servers so that 
legitimate users cannot acces services or so that n rrnal company operation uch 
as production are impeded 
2.3.2 Attempts to Gain Access 
A hacker may attempt to gain ace s for port or greed. An attempt to gain ac e u ·uall 
starts with gathering information about the nctv rk. Later atta .ks u that lnlormuti n to 
achieve the real purpose-lo steal or de uro data, 
A hacl er may use a port s 'amt r-n 1 le ' tr s It\ 1r · lhnt un mup u 1PLv rl . It i · then 
possible to find out h -. the netv c rk is stru ture I und v It 1t · Iv urc i · ru1111ing mil. 
8 
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Once the hacker has a picture of the network, he can exploit known software wcakne cs 
and use hacking tools to wreak havoc. [t is even possible to get into the administrator's 
files and wipe the drives, although a good password will usually foil that effort. 
Fortunately, a good firewall is immune to port scanning. As new port scanners are 
developed to get around this immunity, firewall vendors produce patches to maintain the 
immunity. 
2.3.3 Denial-of-Service Attacks 
DoS attacks are purely malicious. They don't result in any gain for the hacker other than 
the "joy" of rendering the network, or parts of it, unavailable for legitimate u e. o 
attacks overload a system so that it isn't available-they deny your ability to use your 
network service. To overload the system, the hacker sends very large packet of data or 
programs that require the system to respond continuously to a bogu command. 
To launch a DoS attack, a hacker must know the IP address of the target machine, I\ g d 
firewall doesn't reveal it wn IP addres r the IP addresses on the /\N. The hacker ma 
think he has contacted the net ork v hen he ha only con ta tcd the fire all=-and he can't 
lock up the network from th re. Furthermore, vhen a ha ker launches an atta .k. som ' 
firewalls can identify the incoming data a an attack, reje t the datu. al •rt th· 
administrator, and track the dina bu .k to the ender, v h ·un th 11 b ~ upprch •nd ed. 
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Advanced antivirus software programs exist to combat viruses. Antivirus software 
examines the contents of local hard drives to identify patterns of data called " ignaturcs" 
that match known viruses. 
2.3.6 Worm 
Worms are malicious software applications designed to spread via computer networks. 
Worms are one form of malware along with viruses and Trojans. A person typically 
installs worms by inadvertently opening an email attachment or message that contain 
executable scripts. 
Once installed on a computer, worms spontaneou ly generate additional email me sage 
containing copies of the worm. 1 hey may al o open T P ports to create networks security 
holes for other applications, and they may attempt to "fl d" the AN with purious 
Denial of Service (DoS) data transmissions. 
Being embedded inside everyday network software, worm ea ily penetrate most firewall 
and other network security measure . 
2.3. 7 Trojan 
Named after the Trojan Hor e of ancient reek history, a Trojan i · a net or s ['lv ar 
application designed to remain hidden on an in talled computer. Trojan gen "rail serve 
malicious purpose and are ther fore a form f rnalv are. 
Trojans sometime', for sxarnple, access personal infcrrnution stored I di 11 h m · r 
business computer , then send the e data to a remote purt in the Int .rn it, It irnntl '' . 
trojan may serve morel a' a "buckdoor" •1ppli ·uliun, I 'ni11g n \l orl pml.' l ulk w 
other networl appli iations uc -'S. t thtll 'lltnpul ·r. Tro] ins II'. lso 'lp 1bl or luun ·hing 
11 
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In late 1996 and early 1997, a flaw in the implementation of networking in some opcratlng 
systems became well-known and popularized by hackers as a way to crash computers 
remotely over the Internet. The Ping of Death attack was relatively easy to carry out and 
very dangerous due to its high probability of success. 
Technically speaking, the Ping of Death attack involved sending IP packets of a size 
greater than 65,535 bytes to the target computer. f P packets of this size are illegal, but 
applications can be built that are capable of creating them. arefully programmed 
operating systems could detect and safely handle illegal f P packets, but me failed to do 
this. ICMP ping utilities often included large-packet capability and became th name ake 
of the problem, although UDP and other IP-based protocol al could transp rt Ping f 
Death. 
2.3.5 Viruses 
In computer technology, vrru e are malicious software programs a f rm f malwarc. 
Viruses exist on local disk drives and spread from one computer to another thr ugh haring 
of "infected" file . ornrnon rneth ds for preading viru c include llop] y di ·k l'TP file 
transfer , and copying files bet een shared netv ork drive . 
Once installed on a computer a viru may m dify or remove application and 'te111 Illes, 
orne viruse render a computer inoperable; other· mer I di 'plu ·turlling s .r •tm 
me sages to unsuspecting users. 
10 
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Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. A combination of firewalls and antivirus software protect 
networks against trojans. 
In contrast to worms, however, trojans do not replicate themselves or seek to infect other 
systems once installed on a computer. 
How Trojans Work 
Today's security challenges are mainly related to preventing Trojans and Worm from 
infiltrating the computer and causing various damages on it including the theft of data. 
There are several stages for hackers to exploit your computer. 
I. Get to the target computer and inject the maliciou code 
This is the most difficult part for the hacker. There are few e ample of the expl it (with 
the comments on protection): 
o RPC service buffer overflow (M Blast) => sending special packets t port I 
forces RPC ervice to execute some payload (=cod ) of the pack ts. 
o Outlook xpress & utlook MIM e ploit => sending pecial html email f rec 
automatically execute attached exe. 
o Could use other e ploit of M application bugs II , IE, 0 .... ) 
o VBA macro in M office documents require' u .er to open the lo um nt 
o emai I attachment e, e, bs, j · ... - require u ·er to 01 -"11 th' uttu hm •nt . 
o web page t1 tive content (require· u · •r to 
confirm th' actl e iodc \ nit u I). 
, ul 'O u 
12 
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o modifying content of known binary file such as winword.exe (this is classical old 
fashioned virus) e.g. on a common network share. 
o boot sectors of floppy disks or other removable media is old fashioned yet 
successful approach (the code automatically executes when the drive i mounted . 
2. Let the injected code "install" the Trojan itself 
Usually the injected code has only one opportunity to execute (email won't be opened 
again; user will not run the .exe or visit the particular web page again etc.). Therefore the 
code (worm) must establish a way of how to start again. The worm copie it elf into s m 
location, usually within Windows subtree (c:\windows etc.), and create om un uspiciou 
looking name for itself (e.g. Microsoft known program name uch as lis.e e or dllho t.e e 
- the latter one is in different dir to avoid problems in overwriting the original file). 
To maintain the future start the worm execute orne of the following scenarios: 
o Use Run keys to autostart on next logon. 
o Installs as a service or (rarely) a a driver (either via APT or directly writing into 
registry). 
o Using other keys to autostart in ome ccasions (e.g. c, efilc), 
o copies itself into Start Menu'Programsx tartup folder 
o Replaces .jpg (or other files v uh , • r , .j1 g.exe the lust ~. t insion 1 • hid 1 ·n in 
explorer by default) thu v aiting till user ipens som · ~ i .tur •, 
o ne J cript irus hu • u d ·01Hnl Ith th' 'L, I 110 ... Ol3t 5- 8 
I I 2-84 2- 00 J008 H~ F 11 to g )l .ontrc I o 'I' Iii 'H. 
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2.3.8 Spyware and Adware 
Spyware and Adware is software made by publishers that allow them to snoop on your 
browsing activity, invade your privacy, and flood you with those horrible popups. If you 
are like most users on the internet, chances are you are probably infected with the e 
applications. That is why we have designed our revolutionary product. 
Spyware and Adware affect every internet user by: 
o All information you enter via the web can be intercepted. 
o Unauthorized sites can add themselves to your desktop (icons). 
o Unauthorized sites can add themselves to your internet favorite . 
o Your browsing activity can be tracked and monitored. 
o Unwanted toolbars and searchbars can attach them elves t y ur browser with ut 
your knowledge or approval. 
o Your personal information can be sold to other parties without your knowledge or 
consent. 
o Your default homepage and settings can be hijacked so you can't change them. 
o These malicious components not only invade your P o they can not be removed, 
but take up your hard drive pac and slow down your P . 
11. 
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2.4 TCP/IP 
TCP/IP protocols map to a four-layer conceptual model known as the DARPA model. The 
four layers of the DARPA model are: Application, Transport, Internet, and Network 
Interface. Each layer in the DARPA model corresponds to one or more layer f the seven- 
layer Open Systems [nterconnection (OSI) model. 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP) are two distinct network 
protocols, technically speaking. TCP and IP are so commonly used together, however, that 
TCP/IP has become standard terminology to refer to either or both of the protocols. 
In other words, the term TCP/IP refers to network cornrnunicati ns where the T P 
transport is used to deliver data across IP network . 
fr, nt! i I •1· • 
I ' I H ~ \I .fj 
Figure 2.1 :T P/CP Protocol Arch it ectur · 
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2.5 UDP 
The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) supports network applications that need to transport 
data between computers. Applications that use UDP include client/server programs like 
video conferencing systems. Although UDP has been in use for many years -~ and 
overshadowed by more glamorous alternatives -- it remains an interesting and viable 
technology. 
UDP -- like its cousin the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) -- sits directly on top of 
the base Internet Protocol (IP). Recalling the Open ystem Interconnection ( I) model 
of networking, UDP (and TCP) are transport layer protocols a shown below. 
r·n . TC!' 
[ii 
Figure2.2: DP in the 0 l Reference Model 
In general, UDP implements a fairly "lightweight" layer abo e the Internet Proto .ol, DP' 
main purpose is to ab tract netv ork traffic in the form or datagram ·. t\ datagram mprises 
one single "unit" or binar data; the first eight 8) b tes of u dHlll~\('L1111 .ont In the heud '(' 
information and the remaininu b l ,, contain ih • duta it· •IL 
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2.6 Network Protocol 
A network protocol defines a "language" of rules and conventions for communication 
between devices. A protocol includes formatting rules that specify how data i package i 
into messages. [t also may include conventions like message acknowledgement or data 
compression to support reliable and/or high-performance communication. 
Many protocols exist in computer networking ranging from high level (like OAP) to low 
level (like ARP). The [nternet Protocol family includes IP and all higher-level network 
protocols built on top of it, such as TCP, UDP, HTTP, and FTP. Modern operating ysterns 
include services or daemons that implement support for pecific protoc Is. om protoc I , 
like TCP/IP, have also been implemented in silicon hardware for optimi ed performance. 
2.6.1 FTP 
FTP allows one to transfer file between computers on the Internet. Technically, TP i a 
simple network protocol based on IP, but many also use the term "FTP" to refer to thi typ 
of file sharing service. 
The FTP service is based on client/ erver architecture. An l·TP client program initiate a 
connection to a remote computer running FTP server soltv are. After the connection 1 • 
establi bed, the client can choo e to .end and/ r r ceive copic i of file sing! or in 1rou1 ·. 
To connect to an FTP erver, a client general I requires a usernume :rnd I u sswor 1 ns 'i!l b 
the administrator of the scr t!r. Mun publi l·TP archi es lollov u 1p~'lul ·011 'nli n lbr 
that accepts a usernarne of "anon 111 us." 
17 
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FTP clients are included with most network operating systems, but most operating system 
clients (such as FTP.EXE on Windows) support a relatively unfriendly command-line 
interface. Many freeware and shareware third-party FTP clients have been developed th t 
support graphic user interfaces (GUls) and additional convenience features. In either 
command-line or graphic interfaces, FTP clients identify the server either by its IP addre s 
(such as 192.168.0.l) or by its host name (such as ftp.about.com). 
The FTP protocol supports two modes of data transfer: plain text (ASCII), and binary. Th 
mode an FTP client uses must generally be configured by the end user. The mode usually 
defaults to plain text. The most common error one make in using FTP occur when 
attempting to transfer a binary file (such as a program or mu ic file) while in text mode. A 
copy of the file is made, but this copy will ften be unusable. When w rking with TP 
clients and files, learn to use the transfer mode properly. 
2.6.2 IP 
lP is probably the world's single most popular network protocol. ata travels over an IP- 
based network in the form of packets; each IP packet include both a header (that specific 
source, destination, and other information about the data) and the message data it If. 
IP supports the notion of unique addres ing for computers on a netv ork, urrent IP 11 
addresses contain four byte ( _ bit ) that i ufficient to ad Ir ss most ·01111 utcrs on th 
Internet. 
18 
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IP supports protocol layering as defined in the OSI reference model. Popular higher-level 
protocols like HTTP, TCP, and UDP are built directly on top of IP. Likewise, rp ct111 travel 
over several different lower-level data link interfaces like Ethernet and ATM. IP originated 
with UNIX® networking in the 1970s. 
2.7 Socket 
A socket is one end-point of a two-way communication link between two programs 
running on the network. Socket classes are used to represent the connection between a 
client program and a server program. 
Normally, a server runs on a specific computer and has a socket that is bound to a pecific 
port number. The server just waits, listening to the socket for a client to make a connection 
request. 
On the client-side: The client knows the hostnarne of the machine on which the server is 
running and the port number to which the server is connected. To make a connection 
request, the client tries to rendezvous with the server on the server' machine and port. 
server connection request r 
t client 
If everything goes wel I, the server accept the connection. pen ucceptan ie, lh .er er S-'l · 
a new socket bound lo a different port, It needs a ne so iket and 'on sequ nll u liff r lll 
port number) o that it .an ntinuc to I istcn to th' original so + \t lor .onn iction r • 1u •sls 
I~ 
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client 
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0 
r 
t 
On the client side, if the connection is accepted, a socket is successfully created and the 
client can use the socket to communicate with the server. Note that the socket on the client 
side is not bound to the port number used to rendezvous with the server. Rather the cli nt 
is assigned a port number local to the machine on which the client is running. 
2.8 Computer Languages 
Object-oriented Programming 
Object-oriented Programming (OOP) is organized around 'objects" (a oftware bundle of 
variable and related methods ) rather than "actions," data rather than logic. bject are the 
things you think about first in designing a program and they are also the unit of code that 
are eventually derived from the process. In between, each object is made int a generi 
class of object and even more class definitions in their code. ach object i an instan e f' a 
particular class or ubclas with the cla s's own method r procedures and data variable . 
An object is what actually run' in the computer. 
The first step in P is to identif all the objects ou ' ant to mani] ulu 1 an I how th 
relate to each other, an exer 'i ·e often knov n a, Iata mod ling. 
object, you generalize it as a ·la 'of obj· ·ts think of' Plat '' 'on' 'Pt· il' th· ''id ml" ·liuir 
that stands for alt ·hairs and d tln • th~ kin I rd tu it ·ont ilns in I Ill I I 
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that can manipulate it. Each distinct logic sequence is known as a method. A real instance 
if a class is called (no surprise here) an "object" or, in some environments, an "instance of 
a class." The object or class instance is what you run in the computer. Its methods provide 
computer instructions and the class object characteristics provide relevant data. You 
communicate with objects- and they communicate with each other- with well-defined 
interfaces called messages. 
The concepts and rules used in object-oriented programming provide these important 
benefits: 
1. The concept of a data class makes it possible to define ubclas e f data 
objects that share some or al I of the main clas characteri tic . a lied 
inheritance, this property of 0 P forces a more thorough data analy i reduce 
development time, and ensure more accurate coding. 
11. Since a class defines only the data it needs to be concerned with, when an 
instance of that class (an object) i run, the code will not be able to accidentally 
access other program data. This characteristic of data hiding provide greater 
system security and avoid' unintended data corrupti n. 
111. The definition of a cla s is reu able not only by the pr iraro r r which il is 
initially created but also by other object-oriented programs and, for this reason, 
can be more easily distributed for u e in networks). 
iv, The concept of data classes allov u programmer to crentc an ue data l I e 
that is not already defined in the language itself 
v. ne or the first objc .t-ori '11tt.:d '( mp rter llrnguug is v us .all 'Q m tlltulk. '>I 
and Java are th' m sl po] ulur )bj • .t-orlent •cl lu11guug ·s to I . Th· Ju u 
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programming languages is designed especially for use 111 distributed 
applications on corporate networks and the Internet. 
The following describe some advantages of object-oriented programming languag . 
1. Simplicity: software objects model real world objects, so the comple ity 
reduced and the program structure is very clear. 
11. Modularity: each object forms a separate entity whose internal workings are 
decoupled from other parts of the system. 
ru. Modifiability: it is easy to make minor changes in the data representation or 
procedures in an 00 program. Changes inside a class do not affect any other 
part of a program, since the only public interface that the external world hast a 
class is through the use of method . 
rv. Extensibility: adding new feature or responding t changing operating 
environment can be solved by introducing a few new objects and modifying 
some existing ones. 
v. Maintainability: objects can be maintained separately, making locating and 
fixing problems ea ier. 
vt. Reusability: objects can be reused in different program'. 
2.8.1 c 
The C programming language wa devised in the early 1970 · as a 't m implementation 
language for the nascent NI p1.;rnting s stern. Derived from th 
B PL, it evolved a t pt! nru ture; ·r atcd on u tin ma ihino ns u l aol t > Improve 
programming environrn nt, it ha be ·0111' 011' ol'lh' lominunt I rnguo~ ·~ c1rl~ I 1 • 
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As a programming language, C is rather like Pascal or FORTRAN. Values arc torod in 
variables. Programs are structured by defining and calling functions. Program flow i 
controlled using loops, if statements and function calls. Input and output can be directed to 
the terminal or to files. Related data can be stored together in arrays or structures. 
Of the three languages, C allows the most precise control of input and output. is also 
rather terser than FORTRAN or Pascal. This can result in short efficient programs where 
the programmer has made wise use of C's range of powerful operators. It also allows the 
programmer to produce programs which are impo sible to understand. 
Programmers who are familiar with the use of pointers (or indirect addre sing, t use the 
correct term) will welcome the ease of u e compared with some other language . 
Undisciplined use of pointers can lead to errors which are very hard to trace. Thi course 
only deals with the simplest applications of pointers. 
C programs will look similar under any other system (such as VM or ), some other 
features will differ from system to sy tern. In particular the method or compiling a program 
to produce a file of runnable code will be different on each ystern. 
The UNIX system i itself v ritten in . In fact was invented pecif 'Bii to implement 
UN IX. All of the UN IX command v hi ih nu t r, .. , pill' the other ' st im Iu 'iliti \.' su +1 1s 
pas word checking, lincprint r queues or magn 'ti· tape .ornrollers are v rlu 'n in '. 
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In the course of the development of UNIX, hundreds of functions were written to give 
access to various facets of the system. These functions are available to the programmer in 
libraries. By writing in C and using the UNIX system libraries, very powerful ystem 
programs can be created. These libraries are less easy to access using other programming 
languages. C is therefore the natural language for writing UNIX system programs. 
2.8.2 C++ 
C++ is a general purpose programming language with a bias toward ysterns 
programming that 
o is a better C 
o supports data abstraction 
o supports object-oriented programming 
o supports generic programming. 
C++ is an object-oriented programming (0 P) language that is viewed by many a the 
best language for creating large-scale applications. ++ i a uper et of the language. 
The C++ language facilities tru tured and di ciplined approach to computer pr gram 
design. C++ programs consi t of pieces called classes and function. Programmer can 
program each piece that prograrnrn r need to form a ++ program. But mo l 
programmers take advantage of the rich collection or exi ting classes and run lion' in the 
C++ standard library. C++ program typically go through i phase to be executed. These 
are: dit, preprocess, compile, link, Ion I, and e. ecute. ( Deitel, 1997) 
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Program is created in 
the editor and stored 
on disk Editor Disk 
Preprocessor program 
processes the code Preprocessor 
Compiler create 
object code and tores 
on disk 
Compiler 
Linker Linker links the object 
code with the librarie , 
create a.out and store it 
Disk 
Primary Memory 
/ 
Loader puts program in 
memory 
I~ 
Loader 
Disk 
Primary Memory 
P takes each 
in truction and 
execute it, possibly 
storing new data 
values as th program 
"XI.! .utes 
CPU 
Figure 2.3: Six phasce of 
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2.8.3 Java 
Java has caused more excitement than any development on the Internet ince Mosaic. 
Everyone, it seems, is talking about it. 
Java was the first way to include inline sound and animation in a web page. Java also lets 
users interact with a web page. [nstead of just reading it and perhaps filling out a form 
users can now play games, calculate spreadsheets, chat in realtime, get continuou ly 
updated data and much, much more. 
Here are just a few of the many things Java can do for a web page: 
o lnline sounds that play in realtime whenever a user loads a page 
o Music that plays in the background on a page 
o Cartoon style animations 
o Realtime video 
o Multiplayer interactive games 
Java is a programming language for distributed applications. It doesn't ju t allow you to 
add new types of content to your pages like Net cape and Internet xplorer do. Rather it 
lets you add both the content and the code nece ary to interact with that c ntent. Y u n 
longer need to wait for the next release of a browser that upp rt y ur pref rred image 
format or special game protocol. 
2.8.4 C# 
C# is Microsoft's new programming language for the .N T platf I'm. It ximbin \' some r 
the best features of modern programming languug es such a fa u, ++or i u ti Bu •l •. # 
is an object-oriented language v ith sint I• inh .ritun ·e but multi I' int-'rlb '·~ p •1· ·I H.'. It 
supports component-bused pr gramming b prop •1ti '' smurt Ii itds , ' 'nl: 111 I 0 'I g tl s 
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(enhanced function pointers). C# is fully interoperable with other .NET languages such as 
VB.NET, Eiffel.NET or Oberon.NET. 
Briefly, here are several features of .Net that make a suitable and robust envir nrnent for 
application development on supported platforms, currently Windows. We'll explore each 
of these points in detail in the next few lessons of this tutorial. 
1. Cross Language Support. 
All .Net languages are based on the same underlying type system. This means that code 
written in one .Net language can easily use and integrate with code written in other .Net 
languages .. Net languages include C#, Visual Basic.Net and managed C++. 
11. Use of Common lnternet protocols . 
. Net offers extensive support for XML, which is the choice for formatting information over 
the Internet. Additionally, support for transfer via AP is also integrated. 
111. Use of Metadata within Assemblies . 
. Net components (Executables and libraries 111 ++ lingo) are deployed as part or 
assemblies. Each assembly contains metadata that allow simple assembly versioning, 
simpler reflections to determine assemble content and capabilities and component based 
security. These are real advantages over what Java offers and we will explore them in 
detail. 
rv. Simple Deployment 
The metadata in assemblies also simpl i ties deployment. An as ernbly .an speci r c, actl 
the location and v rsion of any other code it need . The problem of maintaining a regi tr 
such as that needed with . M component and the problems r DLL er ion mismut ih 
have been eliminated. 
v. Type heel ing 
The R, common languag · runtime, t pc .hc .ks II cb] • 'l · in us', II obJt;: 'tH ur 
derived from an obje t cla ·:-;1 similar to hut is dun' in Jn 11. 
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Memory Management and Garbage Collection 
The CLR also handles memory allocation and garbage collection. Garbage collection is the 
automatic reclaiming of memory from objects that are no longer in scope. The memory 
management nightmares of C++ are gone. 
2.8.5 Network Address Translation (NAT) 
Firewalls using NAT and/or Port Address Translation (PAT) completely hide the network 
protected by the firewall by using many-to-one address translation. In most NAT 
implementations there is a single public rP address used for the entire network. All packet 
going outside the network have their internal IP addresse hidden for security, o any 
incoming packets are delivered to the network's public IP addre . To handle en uing port 
conflicts, PAT needs to be added to NAT. 
A disadvantage of NAT is that it can't properly pass protocols containing lP addres 
information in the data portion of the packet. 
2.9 Case Study: Commercial Internet Firewall Product 
Today there are many commercial internet personal firewall at the market. ach has it 
own strengths and weakness. o you simply choose one of them that meet y ur need 
install into your computer, then doing some simple configuration finally your computer 
being protected from malicious intruder. The following are some examples of toda 
commercial personal firewall. 
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2.9.1 Sygate 
File Security Tools View Help 
(;) 
81ockAll Applications 
Incoming rrnruc lli:itory 
""-··- ------·-----·-J\)\ __ I\_. I 
I Out90111g 'lruffic lirntory l s • • • I , 
Running Appli°"tions : 
Generk H<xt Process for W1n32 Servtces I NTOSA32.EXE 
VNC Server for Wln32 
1"'· CBA •• Message System 
NOIS User mode 1/0 Driver 
:i., NT Kernel ii< System 
r"' LSA Shell (Export version) 
I Show Men go Con~ole l 
Figure 2.4: Sygate Personal Firewall Print Screen 
The Sygate solution provides comprehensive protection again t informa ion leakage by 
controlling the network communication of all managed endpoint preventing unauth rized 
P2P file transfer applications, analyzing the content of traffic for sensitive data, and 
ensuring that all sensitive information generated on or delivered via Web applicat: n to 
3rd-party-owned endpoints is encrypted on the endpoint, and sanitizes at th end of' the 
Web session, preventing recovery of the deleted files. Thus, information leakage i a oidcd 
and data privacy i preserved. There some extra feature' ith ygate: 
1. Host Integrity: Ho t Integrity en ure · that devi .es a ices ing on lid mtinl dutu urn 
ecured by antivirus s ftware with updated virus 1 illnleions. 1 p irsc nul lir ·v ull, 
critical ervice 1 ack ', a11 I pat hes, 
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11. Virtual Desktop: The Virtual Desktop creates secure encrypted environment on the 
endpoint that enables users to download confidential data into a virtual 
environment where it can be opened by local applications, modified, and uploaded 
back to the Web application, or copied to a floppy disk, USB hard drive, or other 
removable media. When the session is terminated or times out, the virtual desktop 
will sanitize the system, removing all. data generated during the session. 
in. Cache Cleaner: Sygate Cache Cleaner ensures that Web browser information, such 
as cookies, history, auto-complete, stored passwords, and temporary and 
downloaded files, are erased or removed upon termination of the se sion inactivity 
timeout, or closing of the browser. Cache Cleaner can either work in conjunction 
with Sygate On-Demand Agent to clean the browser cache on additi nal operating 
systems such as Mac OSX, Linux, and Windows (98,M ) or a a standalone 
module. 
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2.9.2 Tiny Firewall 6.0 
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Figure 2.5: Tiny Firewall 6.0 Print creen 
Several functions for Tiny Firewall are: 
1. Blocks Network Activity 
11. Stops Unknown Viru es and pyware 
111. Controls Application Behavior 
iv. Protects Files and Computer Setting 
v. Multiuser nvironrnent 
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2.9.3 ZoneAlarm 
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Figure 2.6: ZoneAlarm Print Screen 
1. Zone Labs is the award-winning leader in personal and distributed firewall 
protection for over 25 million PCs worldwide. 
11. Zone Labs now protects you and your P across all major Internet activities 
including email, Web surfing, online shopping, banking, instant mes aging, an I 
more. 
111. Zone Labs products are easy to use, yet powerful. Novice' can protect them scl es 
with little effort becau e Zone Labs products come with 01 timized, out-of' .. the-bo: 
security settings. avvy users can line-tune Internet security control to meet th ir 
precise needs. 
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2.10 Firewall Technology 
A firewall is a system or group of systems that enforces an access control policy between 
two networks. The most important thing to recognize about a firewall is that it implements 
an access control policy. A firewall will typically set up a boundary between the known 
trustable users on one side and the potentially hackers/crackers on the other. A basic 
firewall setup depends greatly on the fact it is placed at the entry point to the network. If 
firewalls are not at every entry point of a network, they cannot block all of the unwanted 
traffic. Having a firewall blocking the front door is great, but you still need something 
watching the back door and the windows! You may have your main entrance covered, but 
there are often other ways into your network. 
2.10.1 Packet Filtering 
A packet filtering firewall is a router that is configured to validate the port and address of 
both the source and destination host of a packet to the control policy. Packet filtering 
works at the network layer of the Open System Interconnection ( I) model r the Internet 
Protocol (IP) layer of the Transmission ontrol Protocol (T P) T P/IP rn del. The port 
and IP address of a packet will be matched to a control policy before allov ing it onto the 
network. 
A packet filtering ystern will drop all packets that do not meet the rule s ·t ou hn " 
allowed into your network. Thi i a quick way to 'et up a defense, but onl 
down an aggres ive hacker/era ker, Packet tilters are on of th · osi 'St delen ' s to s ~t 
around for a hacker/era .ker. The do n t in 'P ·t the 'Ont 1nl of the pl ·I 
application awur . Fllters •u11 m1I itop p~ ·I -'LS thnl 'om' into our l'l\.lt\i ti· thruu h th 
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entry point that it is on. Setting up a packet filter at your only entry point will stop only 
those packets that do not meet the criteria for entry. Packet filters can and will be fooled by 
a savvy hacker/cracker who wants in your network. 
A rule set may look similar to the following: 
Type Source Addr Dest Addr Source Port Dest Port Action 
TCP * 123.4.5.6 >1023 23 Permit 
TCP l 29 .6.48.254 123.4.5.6 >1023 119 Permit 
* * * * * Deny 
An administrator must become familiar with the different types of Internet ontr I 
Message Protocol (fCMP) packets that you may want your packet filter router to allow. 
There are many different types of ICMP mes age packets that can be identified by the type 
field. Here are a few examples and the Reference of each. 
Type Name Reference 
0 Echo Reply [RF 7921 
3 Destination Unreachable [RF 7921 
4 ource uench II F 79 .. j 
8 Echo [RP. 79 .. ] 
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How Packet Filters Work 
A packet filter firewall is a that analyzes network traffic at the transport protocol layer. 
Each IP network packet is examined to see if it matches one of a set of rules defining what 
data flows are allowed. These rules identify whether communication is allowed based upon 
information contained within the internet and transport layer headers and the direction in 
which the packet is headed (internal to external network or vice-versa). 
Packet filters typically enable you to manipulate (that is, permit or prohibit) the transfer of 
data based on the following controls: 
o the physical network interface that the packet arrives on 
o the address the data is (supposedly) coming from (source IP addres ) 
o the address the data is going to (destination IP addres ) 
o the type of transport layer (TCP, UDP, ICMP) 
o the transport layer source port 
o the transport layer destination port 
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Figure 2.7: depicts the network packet evaluation process used by a packet filter 
firewall. 
Packet filters generally do not under tand the application lay r protocols used in the 
communication packets. Instead, they work by applying a rule set that is maintained in the 
TCP/IP kernel. This rule set contains an a ociated action that will be applied to un 
packets matching the criteria mentioned above. 
The action taken may take 011 one of two alue : "d ny'' or ''p .rrnlt" th n 'l\. ork pu I 'l. 
Two 1· rsts the deny Ii st and the p rmit list, ar· mulntnlne I in th' k 'l'n 'I. or u nctv c rl. 
packet to be routed to its proper de tinaticn, it must 11rst pass u .hc 'k of both II' I 'Ii und 
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permit lists. That is, it must not be expressly denied, and it must be expressly permitted. 
Some packet filters that are incorporated into router hardware implement a different policy. 
In these types of packet filters, the packet must be expressly denied or else it i permitted. 
In order for you to understand the filtering rules, you must consider the security tance 
utilized by the routing hardware. 
Packet filters typically implement command sets that allow the checking of the source and 
destination port numbers on the TCP and UDP transport layer protocols. This check 
determines whether an applicable permit or deny rule exists for that specific port and 
protocol combination. Due to the fact that the ICMP protocol layer doe not utilize port 
numbers for its communications protocol, it is difficult for packet filter to apply any 
security policy to this form of network traffic. In order to apply an effective. ecurity p I icy 
to ICMP, the packet filter must maintain state tables to ensure that an I MP reply message 
was recently requested from an internal host. This ability to track communications state is 
one of the primary differences between simpl packet filter and dynamic packet filters. 
Because packet filters are implemented in the network layer, they generally do not 
understand how to process state information in the high-level prot cols uch a' P. The 
more sophisticated packet filters are able to detect IP, T P, DP, and I MP. sing a 
packet filter that includes the T P/UDP port filtering capability, you can permit certain 
types of connections to be made to specific comput rs v hile prohibiting other t 1 es or 
connections to those computer' and similar conne .tions to other comput rs. 
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Because this type of firewall does not inspect the network packet's application layer data 
and does not track the state of connections, this solution is the least secure of the firewall 
technologies. It allows access through the firewall with a minimal amount of scrutiny. In 
other words, if the checks succeed, the network packet is allowed to be routed through the 
firewall as defined by the rules in the firewall's routing table. However, because it does less 
processing than the other technologies, it is the fastest firewall technology available and is 
often implemented in hardware solutions, such as IP routers. 
Packet filter firewalls often readdress network packets so that outgoing traffic appears t 
have originated from a different host rather than an internal ho t. The proces f 
readdressing network packets is called network address tran lation. Network addres 
translation hides the topology and addressing chemes of trusted network from untrusted 
networks. 
To summarize, firewalls based on the packet filtering technologies have the following 
advantages: 
o Packet filters are generally faster than other firewall technologie because they 
perform fewer evaluation . Also, they can easily be implemented a hardware 
solutions. 
o A single rule can help protect an entire network by prohibiting connection· 
between specific Internet ources and internal computers. 
o Packet filters do not require lient computers to be S( .clfl all onflgure I; the 
packet filters do all of the v ork, 
• 8 
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o In conjunction with network address translation, you can use packet tilter firewalls 
to shield internal IP addresses from external users. 
Firewalls based on the packet filtering technologies have the following disadvantages; 
o Packet filters do not understand application layer protocols. They cannot restrict 
access to protocol subsets for even the most basic services, such a the PUT or 
GET commands in FTP. For this reason, they are less secure than application layer 
and circuit level firewalls. 
o Packet filters are stateless in that they do not keep information about a session or 
application-derived information. 
o Packet filters have very limited abilities to manipulate inf rrnation within a packet. 
o Packet filters do not offer value-added features such as HTTP object caching, URL 
filtering, and authentication because they do not understand the protocols being 
used and cannot discern one from another. 
o Packet filters cannot restrict what information is pa sed from internal computer to 
services on the firewall server. Packet filters only restrict what information can go 
to it. Thus, intruders can potentially acce s the services on the firewall erver. 
o Packet filters have little or no audit event generation and alerting mechanisms. 
o Because of the complexity of supporting most non-trivial network services, it can 
be difficult to test "accept" and "deny" rules. 
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2.10.2 Circuit Level Gateways 
A circuit level firewall is a technology that val id ates the fact that a packet is either a 
connection request or a data packet belonging to a connection, or virtual circuit, between 
two peer transport layers. 
To validate a session, a circuit level firewall examines each connection setup to ensure that 
it follows a legitimate handshake for the transport layer protocol being used (the only 
widely used transport protocol that uses a handshake are TCP). In addition, data packets 
are not forwarded until the handshake is complete. The firewall maintains a table of valid 
connections (which includes complete session state and sequencing information) and let 
network packets containing data pass through when network packet information matche 
an entry in the virtual circuit table. Once a connection is terminated it table entry is 
removed, and that virtual circuit between the two peer transport layer is clo ed. 
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Figure 2.8: depicts the network packet evaluation process used by a circuit level 
firewall. 
When a co · · h · · I I fi ll . 11 nnect1on is set up, t e circuit eve irewa typica y store 
in format· · ton about the connection: 
the following 
0 A unique session identifier for the connection, which is used for tracking purposes 
0 The state of the connection: handshal e, e tablished, or clo ing 
0 The sequencing information 
The source IP address, which is the address from v hi .h th data is b .. ing d Ii er ·d 
The destination IP address, which the uddr ss to v hi .h the dutu is b ing 
0 
0 
delivered 
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o The physical network interface through with the packet arrives 
o The physical network interface through which the packet goes out 
Using this information, the circuit level firewall checks the header information contained 
within each network packet to determine whether the transmitting computer has permission 
to send data to the receiving computer and whether the receiving computer has permission 
to receive that data. 
Circuit level firewalls have only limited understanding of the protocols used in the network 
packets. They can only detect one transport layer protocol, TCP. Like packet filter , circuit 
level firewalls work by applying a rule set that is maintained in the TCP/IP kernel. 
Circuit level firewalls allow access through the firewall with a minimal am unt of crutiny 
by building a limited form of connection state. Only those network packet that are 
associated with an existing connection are allowed through the fir wall. When a 
connection establishment packet is received, the circuit level firewall checks its rule base 
to determine whether that connection should be allowed. If the connection i all wed, all 
network packets associated with that connection are routed through the firewal I as de fined 
in the firewall server's routing table with no further security checks. This method i · er 
fast and provides a limited amount of state checking. 
Circuit level firewalls can perform additional hecks to ensure thttt a n tv ork 1111 I •t Im' 
not been spoofed and that the Iata contain ·d v ithin the trun 'port proto ·ol h ud 'r .orn] lie· 
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with the definition for that protocol, which allows the firewall to detect limited forms of 
modified packet data. 
Circuit level firewalls often readdress network packets so that outgoing traffic app ars to 
have originated from the firewall rather than an internal host. As stated previously, this 
process of readdressing network packets is called network address translation and becau e 
circuit level firewalls maintain information about each session, they can properly map 
external responses back to the appropriate internal host. 
To summarize, circuit level firewalls have the following advantages: 
o Circuit level firewalls are generally faster than application layer firewall becau e 
they perform fewer evaluations. 
o A circuit level firewall can help protect an entire network by prohibiting 
connections between specific Internet sources and internal computers. 
o In conjunction with network address translation, you can use circui level firewall 
to shield internal IP addresses from xternal user . 
Circuit level firewalls have the following disadvantage : 
o Circuit level firewall cannot restrict acces s to protocol sub el other than T P. 
o Circuit level firewalls cannot perform strict ecurity checks on a highl!r-le el 
protocol should the need arise. 
o ircuit level firewalls haw limited audit e ent gen ration ubiliti '· tut an t /pi iull 
tie a networl data packet to an uppli .atlon la 31' proto .ol b building limit• i form.· 
of session state. 
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o Circuit level firewalls do not offer value-added features, such as HTTP obje t 
caching, URL filtering, and authentication because they do not under tand th 0 
protocols being used and cannot discern one from another. 
o It can be difficult to test "accept" and "deny" rules. 
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2.10.3 Application Layer Firewalls 
An application layer firewall is a technology that evaluates network packets for valid data 
at the application layer before allowing a connection. ft examines the data in all network 
packets at the application layer and maintains complete connection state and sequencing 
information. In addition, an application layer firewall can validate other security item that 
only appear within the application layer data, such as user passwords and service requests. 
Most application layer firewalls include specialized application software and proxy 
services. Proxy services are special-purpose programs that manage traffic through a 
firewall for a specific service, such as HTTP or FTP. Proxy services are specific to the 
protocol that they are designed to forward, and they can provide increa ed acce s control, 
careful detailed checks for valid data, and generate audit records about the traffic that they 
transfer. 
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How Application Layer Firewalls Work 
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Figure 2.9: depicts the network packet evaluation process used by a application layer 
firewall. 
Each application proxy requires two components that are typically implement cl as a 'ingle 
executable: a proxy server and a proxy client. A proxy erver acts as the end er er for all 
connection requests originated on a trusted nctv ork b a real client. Thul i ·, nll 
communication between internal u ers and the I nternet pa sses through th prox 
rather than allowing users to communicate direct! v ith oth r sur I~ 
internal user, or client, sends a request to the pm, · •r 'r for icnn 'ting to au " 1 rn 11 
service, such as l·TP or Telnet. 'he prox s 'r ·r ' ulua; 'S th r •qu st and do ides to 
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permit or deny the request based on a set of rules that are managed for the individual 
network service. Proxy servers understand the protocol of the service that they are 
evaluating, and therefore, they only allow those packets through that comply with the 
protocol definitions. They also enable additional benefits, such as detailed audit record of 
session information, user authentication, and caching. 
A proxy client is part of a user application that talks to the real server on the external 
network on behalf of the real client. When a real client requests a service, the proxy server 
evaluates that request against the policy rules defined for that proxy and determines 
whether to approve it. ff it approves the request, the proxy server forwards that request to 
the proxy client. The proxy client then contacts the real server on behalf of the client (thu 
the term "proxy") and proceeds to relay requests from the proxy server to the real server 
and to relay responses from the real server to the proxy server. Likewis , the proxy server 
relays requests and responses between the proxy client and the real client. 
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How a Proxy Service Works 
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Figure 2.10: depicts the tlow of communications between a real client and a netwo1·1<. 
server when the communications pass through a proxy service. 
Proxy services never allow direct connections, and they force all network ackets to be 
examined and filtered for suitability. In itead of communicating direct! ,, ith the renl 
service, a user communicates to the pro, y server (bee ruse the user's cl fault gutev ·1y is '""l 
to point to the proxy -erver on the fircv all). Th '111 1\.) is llLIC from the p .rs '·ti \ nr lh \ 
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real service communicating with a user. The proxies handle all communication between 
the user and a real service. 
A proxy service sits transparently between a user on the internal network and the real 
service on the external network. That is, from the user's perspective, that user is dealing 
directly with the real service. From the real service's perspective, it is dealing directly with 
a user on the proxy server (instead of the user's real computer). 
Proxy services are implemented on top of the firewall host's network tack and operate 
only in the application space of the operating system. Consequently, each packet mu t pas 
through the low-level protocols in the kernel before being passed up the stack to 
application space for a thorough inspection of the packet headers and packet data by the 
proxies. Then, the packet must travel back down to the kernel and then back down the 
stack for distribution. Because each packet in a session is subject to this process proxy 
services are notoriously slow. 
Like circuit level firewalls, application layer firewalls can perform additi nal checks t 
ensure that a network packet has not been spoofed, and they often perform nctv ork address 
translation. 
To summarize, proxy services have several key advantages; 
o Proxy services understand and er~ force high-le -'I pro to cols, ·u 'h us l lTTP 11\ I F'l l . 
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o Proxy services maintain information about the communications pas ing through th 
firewall server. They provide partial communication-derived sate information, full 
application-derived state information, and partial session information. 
o Proxy services can be used to deny access to certain networl service , while 
permitting access to others. 
o Proxy services are also capable of processing and manipulating packet data. 
o Proxy services do not allow direct communications between external servers and 
internal computers, so the names of internal computers do not have to be made 
known to external computers. ln other words, proxy service shield internal IP 
addresses from the external world. 
o By providing transparency, proxies provide users with the appearance that they are 
communicating directly with external servers. 
o Proxy services can route internal services, as well a e ternal-to-internal requests, 
elsewhere (for example, they can route services to an HTTP erver on another 
computer). 
o Proxy services can provide value-added feature , such as HTTP bject caching, 
URL filtering, and user authentication. 
o Proxy services are good at generating audit record , allowing admini trat r · t 
monitor attempts to violate the firewall's ecurity policies. 
Proxy services also have ome disadvantages. The e di ad anta es in lude the lolk» ing: 
o Proxy services require ou to replace th' nuti e n 'l\ ork stn 'I' on 1h' flr•\ ull 
erver. 
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o Because the proxy servers listen on the same port as network ervers, you cannot 
run network servers on the firewall server. 
o Proxy services introduce performance delays. Inbound data has to be proces ed 
twice, by the application and by its proxy (for example, the Internet e-mail 
application talks to the proxy e-mail agent, which in-turn talks to a LAN e-mail 
application). 
o Generally, a new proxy must be written for each protocol that you want to pass 
through the firewall, and therefore, the number of available network services and 
their scalability is limited. Usually a lag of six months or more exists from when 
the application is available and when its proxy i available, meaning u ers mu t 
wait for mission-critical applications to be available to them. 
o Application level firewalls cannot provide proxies for UDP, RP , and other 
services from common protocol families. 
o Proxy services often require modifications to clients or client procedures, thu 
adding a task to the configuration process. 
o Proxy services are vulnerable to operating-system and application-level bug , Mo t 
packet filter firewalls do not rely extensively on operating ystern upp rt 
mechanisms; however, they do generally rely on device driver , etc. Most 
application layer firewalls require extensive support from the operating system to 
operate correctly, such as support from NOi , T P/IP, WinSock, Win .... and lh~ 
standard c library. If a ecurity relevant bug appears in an or these I ibrarie .. il 'Ull 
have undesirable effects on the security of the tirev all server. 
o Application layer firewall overlo k netv rk n ·I· 't informntion thm is ·unlnin, I 
in lower layers. If the network tacl is not p rf nning ·or re itl \! hi 'h is '()rnpl\x 
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to validate), then some of the information used to perform security checks that 
application layer firewalls request using standard calls from operating y tern 
libraries could return incorrect information. An example call that is often utilized 
by application layer firewalls is the getpeeraddress() call. 
o Proxies may require additional passwords or other validation procedures that 
introduce delays and frustrate users. 
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2.10.4 Dynamic Packet Filters /Stateful Inspection 
A dynamic packet filter firewall is a technology that allows modification of the security 
rule base on the fly. This type of technology is most useful for providing limited support 
for the UDP transport protocol. The UDP transport protocol is typically used for limit d 
information requests and queries in application layer protocol exchanges. 
This firewall accomplishes its functional requirements by associating all UDP packets that 
cross the security perimeter with a virtual connection. ff a response packet is generated and 
sent back to the original requester, then a virtual connection is established and the packet is 
allowed to traverse the firewall server. The information associated with a virtual 
connection is typically remembered for a short period of time, and if no respon e packet i 
received within this time period, the virtual connection i invalidated. 
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Network packet evaluation process 
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Figure 2.11: depicts the network packet evaluation process used by a dynamic packet 
filter firewall. 
Dynamic packet filter firewalls have the same advantages and disadvantages as 'Ociated 
with first-generation packet filter firev alls with one notable t;:XCC! lion: the ad :rntu.g"' or 
not allowing unsolicited UDP packet ont your internal network. As long a' u DP 
request packet originated on your internal 11 etv orl und is d ellv ~red to 1u1 untrust 'd host. 
the firewall server allows what appears t be a r ·sp in .e r u •k l l > l cl Ii r' I to th 
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originating host. The response packet that is allowed back must contain a destination 
address that matches the original source address, a transport layer destination port that 
matches the original source port, and the same transport layer protocol type. 
This feature is useful for allowing application layer protocols, such as the Domain Name 
System (DNS), to operate across your security perimeter. An internal DN server mu t 
originate requests to other DNS servers running on the Internet to retrieve address 
information for unknown hosts. DNS servers may make these requests u ing a TCP 
connection or UDP virtual connection. 
A dynamic packet filter firewall may also be used to provide support for a limited sub et of 
the ICMP transport protocol. ICMP is often used to test network connectivity by sending a 
pair of network packets between two cooperating ho ts. Because the firewall ervcr can 
allow a response to cross the firewall at the request of an internal ho t, the internal h t i 
able to deduce that a host exists on an untrusted network. 
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CHAPTER3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter will define the Methodology used for FirePower development. A 
Methodology will offer a step-by-step approach to the desired situation - and each step 
will offer some success and benefit. Which doesn't deliver any real benefits before it is 
fully implemented is not made for real life. 
In order to achieving high-quality architectural designs in software development are the 
following items should take in consideration: 
o awareness of the importance of architectural de ign to software development 
o understanding of the role of the software architect 
o understanding of the design process 
o design experience in a development organization 
o sufficient software architecture design methods and tools 
o understanding of how to evaluate designs 
o communication among stakeholders 
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3.2 Process Model 
There are some process models: 
I. Waterfall Model 
II. V Model 
III. System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
IV. Spiral Model 
V. Iterative-and-Incremental Model 
3.2.l Iterative-and-Incremental Model 
Iterative-and-Incremental Model has been used to develop FirePower becau e: 
o There are multiple opportunities for checking that the software product is correct 
o Every iteration incorporates the test workflow 
o Faults can be detected and corrected early 
o The robustness of the architecture can be determined early in the life cycle 
o Architecture - the various component modules and how they fit together 
o Robustness- the property of being able to handle extensions and changes without 
falling apart 
o Scope of project well understand 
o Project risks have been acce sed and are considered to be low. 
Prototyping i a sub-pro 'e s an .I prototype is a purtiall I' •lop 'U pm u 'l ot• u 
simple simulator or the n tunl s 't 'Ill to exumin th ~ reposed s st nn un l t) '" i ' t)n 
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the functionalities. A prototype of FirePower will be built regarding to the project 
scope and the analysis of the system before start to build the actual system. 
Prototyping is very important because: 
• To ensure the system meet the performance goals or constraints. 
• To ensure the system are practical and flexible. 
• To ensure the system fulfill the users' requirement. 
• To have an insight of how the module and sub-modules interact with each other. 
58 
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Iterative-and-Incremental Model 
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Figure 3.1: Iterative-and-Incremental Model 
3.3 Requirements Work.flow 
To determine the computer security's needs 
1. First, gain an understanding of the application domain. That is, the spe if 
environment in which the software product i to operate. 
11. Second, build a model Use UM to describe the processes .rr at an tim j th' 'o n ls 
not justified, development terminates irnmediat I . 
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3.4 Analysis Workflow 
1. The aim of the analysis workflow is to analyze and refine the requirements. The 
requirements artifacts must be totally comprehensible. 
3.5 Design Workflow 
o Shape the system form and architecture that meets all requirements. 
o Understand issues on non-functional requirements and constraints related to 
technologies. 
o Identify subsystems (overall structure, requirements, interface , classe ) 
enabling concurrent development. 
o Create a seamless abstraction of the system implementation. 
o Implementation adds content to a stable architecture. 
o Provides a visualization of the implementation. 
o Architectural design : 
o Consider patterns and implementation reuse. 
o ldentify nodes and network configurations. 
o Nodes: number and processing power. 
o Connections: protocols, bandwidth, quality, etc. 
o Fault tolerance: redund incy fail-over, migration, data backup etc. 
o Identify subsystems and their interface . 
o First iteration is analysis package «> subs stem. 
o Refine for shared functi nality, reused/wrapp ·d I '8~\ soft are, lou l 
balancin ,, etc. 
o Define dependencies and lu irs, 
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o Define interfaces to serve dependencies, 
o When designing use cases in terms of subsystems and interfaces, identify 
operations on each interface. 
o Identify generic design mechanisms: persistence, transparent object 
distribution, security, error detection and recovery, transaction management, 
etc. 
2.6 Implementation Workflow 
o The two phases of the program implementation proces 
1. The delivery of the program. 
11. How the program and the infra tructure are modified to adju t t the 
evolution of the market. 
2.7 Testing Workflow 
o Testing of individual program components 
o Usually the responsibility of the component developer (except ornetirne 
for critical systems) 
o Testing of groups of components integrated to create ~1 system or sub- 
system 
o Test are based on a y tern peci Ii cation 
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CHAPTER4 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
The need for Internet firewalls has increased tremendously over the years. veryone is 
looking for the best firewall solutions to protect the internal components of their network 
from threats and network intrusions. If the needs of the organization are not well defined 
then it is almost impossible to identify the best firewall solution. Therefore, first must 
determine the needs of machine and then design a firewall solution that best meets those 
needs. 
This chapter explains what to build firewalls using different technologie that are available. 
It also presents the evaluation criteria should apply when developing the most appropriate 
firewall. 
Help Module 
Allow All 
Module 
Fire.Power 
Add Rules Module Application Running 
Module 
IP Address 
Block Ping Module 
Figure 4. l: ornponent r of M1· Pow •r 
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4.1 Functional Requirements 
The following will illustrates all functions and policies will be provided at Firel'ower. N w 
we come to see how does the security threat been solved by FirePower. 
4.1.1 Block Ping 
The Ping of Death is the granddaddy of all denial-of-service attacks. It exploits the fact that 
many TCP/IP implementations trust that ICMP packets are correctly formed and perform 
too little error checking. 
Note: Configuring firewalls to block lCMP and any unknown protocols will prevent thi 
attack. 
4.1.2 Packet Filtering 
Some malicious packet will causes your network down. Hence Packet filtering is needed to 
allow trusted sources can come in. 
Note: Add rules to FirePower. Allow trusted source only. 
4.1.3 Port Scanner 
In order to observe computer with their services provided. Port canner i integrated L 
check what port is available. 
Note: A Port Scanner with G I will be integrated. ser simply input IP addres · and port 
range. The Port Scanner will do an anal sis to your corn] ut •r to 11111h.! sure v heth 'I' th 
specify port is open or not. 
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4.1.4 Generate Log file 
A successful Personal Firewall not only able to defend the malicious packet but al o can d 
some sample accounting management. 
Note: A Log file will be generating automatically to let the user know what packet ha 
been blocked. 
4.1.5 GUI 
In order to simplify the usage of FirePower, a user friendly interface is required. very 
function is executed just by a click. 
Note: The user friendly interface let user to manage the personal firewall etting. Thu , it 
will make the life easier. 
4.1.6 Help Menu 
User may face some difficulties when using the FirePower. A clear guideline may teach 
them how to use. 
Note: A briefly guideline is provided to help n w user to learn how t u ·e the FireP wcr. 
4.1.7 System Tray 
It is a nece sary a shortcut b ing created while running the y tern. It make the 1,: indov 
look more neatly. 
Note: Its better way to hide the UI and then .all it bac v h .n th .re i th n .eds, 
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4.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Reliability: The system should be reliable in performing its protection function and 
network operation. For example, whenever a button is clicked, the system should be able to 
perform some functionality or generate some message or animation to inform the user what 
is happening. 
Usability: The system should be user friendly. User must be able to learn how to use the 
system in the shortest period. [t will enhance and support rather than limit or restrict the 
understanding of firewall. Human interfaces need to be intuitive and consistent with the 
user knowledge in order to them gain some knowledge through the FirePower. 
Manageability: The modules within the system hould be easy to manage. This will make 
the maintaining, enhancement work simpler, and not time consumed. The y tern should 
not cause any damages to the current FirePower after a new component ha been added. 
The system should be designed ystematically o that the effort required t locate and fix 
an error in the system is minimum. 
Flexibility: The system has its capabilitie to make advantages of new techn logie , 
resource and in fast changing environment. The system should be able to implement in a 
changing environment of platform. 
Correctness: The final application mu t meet the objectiv peci fication and requirement 
of the users. 
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4.3 Software and Hardware Selection 
The following is a software requirement for the development of the FirePower. 
Visual Studio .NET 
Visual Studio .NET is a complete set of development tools for building ASP Web 
applications, XML Web services, desktop applications, and mobile applications. Visual 
Basic .NET, Visual C++ .NET, Visual C# .NET, and Visual J# .NET all use the same 
integrated development environment (IDE), which allows them to share tools and 
facilitates in the creation of mixed-language solutions. ln addition, these languages 
leverage the functionality of the .N T Framework, which provide access to key 
technologies that simplify the development of ASP Web applications and XML Web 
services. 
This section contains information about some of the latest tool and technologies available 
in this release of Vi ual tudi . 
Windows Form 
Windows Forms i the new platform f r Micro oft Windows application development, 
based on the .NAT Framev orl , Thi· frame erk pro ide a lear, object .. oricnte I, 
exten ible et of classes that enables ou to d velop ri h Windov s appll .utio11s. 
Additionally, Window Forms can a 't t-1 • tne lo 'al user intcrf'a ' in t multi-ti r llstribu; ·cl 
solution. 
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4.4 Development Requirements 
The following are the hardware requirements for the development of the FirePower. 
Hardware requirements: 
PC with at least Pentium lII 600 MHz processor 
At least 128 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM) 
At least I OGB of hard disk space . 
Network Interface card . 
Other standard computer peripherals. 
Software requirements: 
• Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional Edition . 
a) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 
• Microsoft .NET Framework 
User Requirements 
The following are the hardware and software requirements for the user in order to use UM 
Peer. 
a) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Client Hardware Requirements 
PC with at least Pentium 166 MHz and above 
At least 64 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM) 
Network interface card . 
At least I 0 GB hard disk pace 
Other standard computer peripherals 
7 
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CHAPTERS SYSTEM DESIGN 
In this chapter, r will get a detailed overview of Internet firewall design for the purpoae of 
producing a firewall solution for our machine. 
After the stage of system analysis, the implementation of the entire system can be design 
according to the system's requirement. The object~oriented methodology will be used at 
the implementation phase of the development process through the ++ programming 
language. 
5.1 Deployment Diagram 
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5.2 FirePower Design Overview 
The overview of FirePower design is important before proceed to development of entire 
system. 
IP Address 
Add Rules Fire.Power Action 
Block Ping 
Packet 
Filtering Block All 
Port Scan 
All wAll 
Help 
IP Addre 
Port Number Application 
Figure 5.2: FirePov er Arcsltccturc 
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5.3 FirePower Workflow 
Packet 
I.. 1 , 
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Allow 
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5.4 Context Diagram 
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DELETE .RUU:S 
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F It TED PACKET 
Figure S.4: FirePo' er ontext Oingmm 
r 
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5.5 FirePower Data Flow Diagram 
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5.6 FirePower User Interface Design 
User interface design describes how software communicates with the human user who uses 
it (Mundher, 1994). The user interface design focuses on the effective general interaction 
between its user and the system. It also takes into account development of complete, 
unambiguous and easy-to-understand information displays. 
The interface is the system for most users. However, well or poorly designed it 
stands as the representative of system. The goal of good interface design is to produce 
interface that helps users and businesses get the information they need in and out of the 
system by addressing the following objectives. 
i) Effectiveness in allowing users to access the ystem in the way that 
congruent with th individual need . 
ii) fficiency in increasing the speed of configure the iref'ower and reduce the 
number of error that occur. 
Interface need to b usable and consist of certain characteristic in common: 
i) They reflect thew rkflow that are familiar or .omfortable 
ii) They upport the u er's I arning t le 
iii) They are compatible in the users' v orking environment 
iv) They encompass a de ign concept a metaphor or idiom) that is familiar to the 
users. 
v) They hove a con si sten · of pre· ntaticn lu oUL, i ions, lntera ·tiotv) thut 
rnal e them appear rellable and ess t I iarn. 
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vi) The usage of languages and illustrations are familiar to the users or are easy 
to learn 
In short, usable interfaces fit in, simply and elegantly, with users's life and work 
needs. 
Example: 
FirePower Interface Prototype Print Screen 
I Below are the rules that are registed rules file 
Destination IP I Oe$linalion Port I Source IP I Source Port I Pfotocol I _ Action 
File View Window Help 
Jf.pplication ~1nnino Start 
mock AU I Allow/ II Block Ping 
Figure 5.6: Initial Netfrenfender Int rfuce 
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SUMMARY 
The Internet has made large amounts of information available to the average computer u er 
at home, in business and in education. For many people, having access to this information 
is no longer just an advantage, it is essential. Yet connecting a private network to the 
Internet can expose critical or confidential data to malicious attack from anywhere in the 
world. Users who connect their computers to the Internet must be aware of these dangers 
their implications and how to protect their data and their critical systems. Firewalls can 
protect both individual computers and corporate networks from hostile intrusion from the 
Internet, but must be understood to be used correctly. 
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CHAPTER6 
6.1 Introduction 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
After the system -designing phase on the how the system should be functioning 
the next process will include the system implementation phase. The system 
implementation phase is an important element especially when integration of system is 
needed between subsystems. In this phase, we have to consider about the issues of settings 
up the development environment, which include software and hardware requirements. 
6.2 Development Environment 
In order to optimize the development progress, suitable development environrn nt 
is major factor to be considered. The software c nfigurations f FirePower are d scribed in 
the following table: 
Development Tool.s 
Microsoft Windows XP 
Function 
Microsoft Visual tudio .Net Programming Tool 
Professional 
Image Adobe Photoshop 7 .0 
Axialis Icon Workshop 5.02 
Ille (or 
Fast-Help International Help files 
T able .. 1 Li t M Fir •Pen 11· D\,i.,1elopnumt Tools 
Fir1:P ,,, et· 
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6.3 Algorithms 
The program design often specifies a class of algorithms to be used in the coding 
the component developers are writing. There are several ways developer used to organize 
the codes. 
• Keeping the program simple and tidy to make sure that the codes are readable. 
• Using data structures to determine program structures 
o Coding such as functions that needed to call for few times may put out of 
the main program. Besides, variables that may need to use in several forms, 
should put in a general module (public). 
• Always give comment on code, additional comments are useful wherever helpful 
information can be added to a component. 
o omrnent block in ++ .N ~ may looks Iii e //Thi is the sample r 
comment block' or '/*This i the sample of comment block*/. 
6.4 Coding 
6.4.1 The Filter~Hook Driver 
We can summarize them in the following tep : 
I. Create a Filter-Hook Driver. For thi , e must create a Kernel Mode Driver, e 
choose the name, D name and other dri er characteri tics, nothing obligator 
but it is recommended using descripti e narn . 
2. If we want to install the filter function, fir t v e mu t get a point"!' to IP Filter 
Driver. o, il v ill be the e end rtep. 
77 
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3. We already have the pointer, now we can install the filter function. We can do it by 
sending a specific JRP. The data passed in this "message" includes a pointer to the 
filter function. 
4. Filtering packets. 
5. When we decide to finish filtering, we must deregister the filter function. We can 
do it by "registering" as filter function the null pointer. 
6.4.2 Create the Kernel Mode Driver 
Filter-Hook driver is a Kernel Mode Driver, so if we want to do one, we have to make a 
Kernel Mode Driver. 
The structure of the ilter-Hook driver i the typical Kernel Mode river tructure: 
A driver entry where we create the device et the tandard routine in order to process !RP 
(Dispatch, load, unload create ... .) and create the symbolic link for communication with 
user applications. 
The standard routines to manage !RP . Before begin to c de, think what I TL "export" 
to applications from device driver. In the ample we implement four l TL odes: 
START _IP _HOOK (registers the filter functi n), TOP _IP_! K (deregisters the f11te1 
function) ADD _FILTER (in tall a new rule) and ~ R_FI LT R (frees all rule ). 
For our driver, we must implement ne m re function: the tilter function. 
It i recommended to use a program tbat gen rates th' stru 'llW' t)r a I nn •I loci\ l)t'i •r, 
so only have to put xidc into th" g "ru.mlt run tim1s. 
78 
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We can see the implementation of the structure of the Driver, in the following code: 
NTSTATUS DriverEntry(lN PDRlVER_OBJECT DriverObject, 
IN PUNICODE_STRlNG RegistryPath) 
{ 
// .... 
dprintf("DrvFltlp.SYS: entering DriverEntry\n"); 
//we have to create the device 
RtllnitUnicodeString(&deviceNameUnicodeString, NT _DEVICE_NAME); 
ntStatus = IoCreateDevice(DriverObject, O,&deviceNameUnicodeString, 
FILE_DEVICE_DRVFL TIP, 0, FAL , &deviceObject); 
if (NT _SUCCESS(nt tatus)) 
{ 
II Create a ymbolic link that Win32 app can specify to gain accc 
II to this driver/device 
RtllnitUnicode tring(&deviceLinkUnicode tring, - VI - _NAM )· 
ntStatus = loCreate ymbolicLink(&deviceLinkUnic d tring, 
&deviceName nic de tring); 
II create dispatch point for device control, r ate, lose. 
Driver bject->MajorFunction[IRP _MJ_ R - 1 ] 
river bject->MajorFuncli n[l RP_ 1J 
river bject-c-Major un ·tion[IRP_ I.I l .. v: E_ 
= 
I= D1 Dispat .h: 
river bject·> river nl ad -=Or nl d; 
} 
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if ( !NT_SUCCESS(ntStatus)) 
{ 
dprintf("Error in initialization. Unloading ... "); 
DrvUnload(DriverObject); 
} 
return ntStatus; 
} 
NTSTATUS DrvDispatch(fN PDEVLCE_ OBJECT DeviceObject, fN PlRP lrp) 
{ // .... 
switch (irpStack->MajorFunction) 
{ 
case IRP MJ R ATE: 
dprintf("DrvFltlp. Y : IRP _MJ_ R AT vn"); 
break; 
case IRP MJ LO ~: 
dprintf("DrvFltlp. Y : IRP _MJ_ L \n")· 
break; 
case fRP MJ D VI NTR 
dprintff''Drv ·ltlp. ·y : IRP _MJ_O '.:. 
80 
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switch (ioControlCode) 
{ 
II ioctl code to start filtering 
case START IP HOOK: 
{ 
Set Fi lterFunction( cb Fi lterFunction ); 
break; 
} 
II ioctl to stop filtering 
case STOP IP HOOK: 
{ 
Set Fi lterFunction(N UL ); 
break; 
} 
II ioctl to add a filter rule 
caseADD ILT~R: 
{ 
i f{inputBu ffer ngth == izeo f(I PFi lter 
{ 
IPPilter "nf 
81 
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nf = (Il'Filter *)ioBuffer; 
AddFilterToList(nf); 
} 
break; 
} 
II ioctl to free filter rule list 
case CLEAR FILTER: 
{ 
ClearFilterList(); 
break; 
} 
default: 
lrp->lo tatus. tatus= TATU _INVALI _PARAM T,.R· 
dprintf("DrvFltlp. Y : unknown IRP _MJ_D ... vr NTR Lxn"), 
break; 
} 
II ioctl to free filter rule Ii t 
case L AR FILTER: 
{ 
I ear Fi lterList(); 
break; 
} 
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default: 
Irp->IoStatus.Status = STATUS_lNVAUD _PARAMETER; 
dprintf("DrvFltlp.SYS: unknown [RP _MJ_DEVIC _CONTR L\n"); 
break; 
} 
break; 
} 
ntStatus = lrp->IoStatus.Status; 
loCompleteRequest(lrp, IO_NO_INCR M ~NT); 
II We nev r have pending operation so always return the status code. 
return nt tatu ; 
} 
VOID DrvUnload(IN PDRIV R BJ T Driver bject) 
{ 
UNI OD TRIN device inkUnicode tring; 
dprintf("DrvFltlp. Y : nloadingui"); 
SetFilter unction(NUL ); 
II Free any re ource 
learFilterLi t()· 
II Delete the yrnbolic link 
Rtllnit nicode tring &d' i .el.inkt 
lo elete yrnb Ii 
·_N lE); tring. 
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} 
II Delete the device object 
IoDeleteDevice(DriverObject->DeviceObject); 
We already have made the driver main code, so we follow with code of the Filter- 
Hook Driver. 
6.4.2 Registering a Filter function 
In the above code, we have een a function called etFilterFunction( .. ). We implemented 
this function to register a function in the IP Filter Driver. We will de cribe the step 
followed: 
First, we must get a pointer to the IP Filter river. That require' that driver i in tailed and 
executing. My u er application load and starts f P Filter river before loading this driver, 
in order to a ure this. 
Second we mu t build an !RP pecifying l TL_P "_ T TEN I N_POINTER a 
10 Control ode. w~ mu t pas' as paratn\!tUr a Pr_S"T_J TJN I N_llO I _INI· 
structure that has info1·n'n1tion abcrnt the f )iliter to filter fun tion, If v !.! v ant to unin ·tall 
the function, we have to follov the ume l ps but pn ·sing N L us the point r lo !lit r 
function. 
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Send the build IRP to the device driver. 
Here there is one of the bigger problems of this driver. Only one filter function can be 
installed, so if other applications installed one, we can not install wer function. 
I will show in the following lines, the code of this function: 
NTSTATUS SetFilterFunction 
(Packet Fi lterExtension Ptr fi lterFunction) 
{ 
NTSTATUS status= STATUS_SUCCESS, waitStatus= TATUS_SUCCESS; 
UNJCODE STRING filterName· 
PDEVICE_OBJECT ipDevice~bject=NULL· 
PFILE_OBJECT ipFileObject=NULL; 
PF _S ~T_ XT NSION_H K_INF filterData.; 
KEVENT event; 
10 _STATUS_BLOCK ioStatus; 
PIRP irp; 
dprintf(''Getting pointer to lpFilterDriver\n1' ; 
//first of all, we have to get a pointer to lpFilterDriver e ice 
RtllnitUnicode tring(&tilterName DD_IP • TRDRVR_D VI E_NAM ); 
status= lo etDeviceObjectPointer· &fillet·Na1ne 'T ND RD_Rl 
&ipFileObjecl, &ipDe i cObj~ ·t ; 
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i f(NT _SUCCESS( status)) 
{ 
//initialize the struct with functions parameters 
filterData.ExtensionPointer = filterfunction; 
//we need initialize the event used later by 
//the lpFilterDriver to signal us 
//when it finished its work 
KeinitializeEvent(&event, NotificationEvent, FALSE); 
//we build the irp needed to establish fitler function 
1rp = 
loBuildDeviceloControlRequest(IOCTL_PF _ ~T_EXT N ION_POlNT R 
ipDeviceObject, if{irp !=NULL) 
{ 
II we end the IRP 
status= loCallDriver(ipDeviceObject irp); 
//and finally, we wait for 
//"acknowledge" of lpFilter Driver 
if (statu == TATU _P ~ NDIN ) 
r wait tatus = KeWaitFor ingle bj ct &e ent, 
Executive, KernelMode, PAL 
if (wait tatus != TA'r 
, N . L); 
) 
dprintf 11 error v ailing-fr If Filter ri er respon 'e.11)· 
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status= ioStatus.Status; 
if(!NT _ SUCCESS(status)) 
dprintf("Error, IO error with ipFilterDriver\n''); 
} 
else 
{ 
//if we cant allocate the space, 
//we return the corresponding code error 
status= STATUS_INSUFFfCIENT_RESOURCES; 
dprintf("Error building IpFilterDriver lRP\n"); 
} 
if(ipFileObject !=NULL) 
ObDereferenceObject(ipFileObject); 
ipPileObject =NULL· 
ipDeviceObject =NULL; 
} 
else 
dprintf(" rror while getting the pointervi"): 
return status; 
} 
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We can see that when we finish the process of establishing the filter function, we must de- 
reference the file object obtained when we got a pointer to the device driver. We use an 
event to be notified when Ip Filter Driver finish the processes of the [RP. 
6.4.3 The Filter function 
We have seen how we can develop the driver and how to install the tilter function, but we 
don't know anything about this function yet. 
We had said that this function is called always when the host receives or sends a packet. 
Depending on the return value of this function, the system decides what to do with the 
packet. 
The prototype of thi function mu t be: 
typedef PF_FORWARD_A Tl N 
(*PacketF i lterExtension Ptr)( 
II Ip Packet Header 
fN unsigned char =Packetl-leader, 
II Packet. Don't include Header 
IN unsigned char *Packet 
II Packet length. Don't includ length of ip header 
IN unsigned int PacketLength, 
II Index number for the interface adapter 
//over whi h the packet arri ed 
IN unsigned iru Recvlnterfa ielnd x, 
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II Index number for the interface adapter 
//over which the packet will be transmitted 
IN unsigned int Sendlnterfacelndex, 
//IP address for the interface 
//adapter that received the packet 
IN lPAddr RecvLinkNextHop, 
//IP address for the interface adapter 
//that will transmit the packet 
IN lPAddr SendLinkNextHop 
); 
PF _FOR WARD _ACTION is an enumerated type that can value (in Microsoft Words): 
PF_FORWARD 
Specifies for the fP filter driver to immediately r turn the forward respon et the IP stack. 
For local packets, IP forwards them up the stack. If the de tination for packet is another 
computer and routing is enabled f P routes them accordingly. 
PF _DROP 
Specifies for the IP filter driver to immediately return the drop response to the IP stack. IP 
should drop the packet. 
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PF_PASS 
Specifies for the IP filter driver to filter packets and return the resulting response to the IP 
stack. How the IP filter driver proceeds to filter packets is determined by how it was set 
with the Packet Filtering APL 
The filter hook returns this pass response if it determined that it should not process the 
packet but should allow the lP filter driver to filter the packet. 
Although DOK documentation only include these 3 values, if look into pfhook.h (include 
needed for Filter-Hook Driver), we can see one more. This value is PF _r MP_ N_DR P. 
Suppose this value correspond with dropping the packet and informing ource for error 
with an ICMP packet. 
As we can see in the definition of the filter functi n, the packet and its header are passed as 
pointers. So, we can modify header or payload and then forward the packet . This is very 
useful for example to do Network Addre s Tran larion (NAT). If we change destination 
address, IP routes the packets. 
ln our implementation, the filter function compare each packet with a list or rules, 
introduced by the user applicati n. This Ii ti implemented a a linl ed list that is built in 
runtime with each TART _IP _H K 10 T . 
User Application: It's a MP application that manage the filter rules. This application 
sends the rule to the applicati n and deci e wh •n the drl r must begin to nit ·r. hr ~ 
steps for fllteringthe traffic: 
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Define the rules we need. With Add and Delete commands we can add or delete filter rules. 
Install Rules. When we define the rules, click install. button to send them to the driver. 
Start Filtering. We only have to click start button in order to begin filtering. 
Filter-Hook Driver: Driver that filter IP Traffic based in the filter rules received from user 
application. 
The Filter-Hook Driver must be in the same directory as the user application executable. 
6.5 The reason why use this method to develop a Firewall 
lt is not the unique method to develop firewalls for Windows, there are others as NOi 
Firewall, TDl Firewall, Winsock Layered Firewall, Packet Filtering APl. o we will 
mention some advantages and di advantages of Filter-Hook Driver. 
We have much flexibility filt ring with thi method. We can filter all IP traffic and above). 
However we can not filter lower layer header, for example we can not filter Ethernet 
frame. We need a NDIS filter to do it, more comp I icated to develop but more flexible. 
It is an easy method. Installing a firewall and the implementation of filter function is an 
easy procedure with this method. However Packet Filtering API is easier yet, although it is 
le s flexible. We can not acces packet content, and \· e can not modify thi · with Packet 
Filtering APL 
Although this driver ha not bad cht1racteristi' it has a gr 'Ut disadvuntage, As W" htld 
mentioned this before, only 1 " tilter fum ti n 'an b" in talled •1 h ume. We cnn de lop 
a great firewall, it can be dov nloaded and in tailed b th u ands of u,. r but lf other 
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applications use this filter (and installed the filter function before) our program would not 
do anything. 
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is essential phase to ensure the system performs according to its 
specifications and in line with user's requirements and expectations. Testing is done 
throughout system development not just at the end. The following figure 7-1 is showing 
the processes in system testing environment. 
System 
Design Functional 
Speci ti cations Requirement 
Other 
Software 
Requirement 
ustomer 
Requirement User 
peci fications Environment 
Unit Test 
<l) 
-0 
0 u 
c 
il) 
t:: 
?5. 
E 
0 u 
Testing is preformed to detect the exi tence or faults artd then tr to COITC 'tit. Therefore, a 
systematically te t procedure i · n sed •d to make sure th 1 ·tum is test ·I thorough! an I 
Installation 
est 
Acceptance 
Te t Integration Test 
Functional 
Test 
Performance 
Test 
Accepted 
ystern 
Verified, 
Validated 
Software 
Integrated 
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Functioning 
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In testing phase, three types of testing have been carried out through FirePower. There are: 
1. Unit and Integration Testing. 
11. Function Testing 
111. System Testing 
7.2 Unit Testing 
In unit testing phase, individual components are tested to ensure that stand-alone program 
fixes the bug without side effects. After new component is developed, it is tested 
independently without other system components. This is to assure that the component is 
able to work accurately and persistently. All function on each button is examine to ensure 
it perform the entitles output such as hyperlink to the right page call th right function to 
execute, display the correct mes age according to the err rand eliminate all the synta 
faults occurred. 
7.2.1 Module Testing 
Module testing will focused on each sub module in Firef'owsr. ach of the ub module i 
tested with the specific functions that they perform t ee whether the really output the 
results or fulfill the design requirement. 
By using the Proce Monit r module a an e ample, each components r functions in thi 
module ha t be examined arefully to di' o er s nta, error or semantic rror. Pro ·e ·, 
Monitor modul is u ed to 'he 'k each a1 pli .ati n ·turt · ,, itl1 p rmis ion from the us ·r in 
order to prevent vari us Trojan' running in ur ·01111 ut r iult, •1 lin • cl' th 
code related t th S<;J fun ti 11 has tn , omlnc one b 11SUl'l! thut these tun nlons 
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fulfilled the user's requirements. If any errors are discovered, correction and debugging has 
to be carried out immediately to resolve those problems. 
In the unit testing phase, each of the buttons in the appointment module has been examined 
to make sure that all the buttons are function according to the system environment and 
requirements. For example, the "No" button will perform all the logical functions such as 
block the application to start and save the rules in the regi try keys. 
\ii. I in.lw•Jll FireP<w.~r 1.001 
j)r r f /, --- - - - _,,.......__. 
';+ 
t<I~ •• 
f'·fl~ 
Cle,,i AUowed Polic«1$ 
Clear Aethicted Pollcl 
C:\PrOQI 11rn F~~~\ll'il:ernt't E~pl¢re1\!EXPl.ORE.e~:e 
1$ tr¥rf10 to st~t. do yOV llCiW thlll: 7 
PlellSo 1 ~ Ml' I yw fOY y.,s thl~ tlOI\ Witt b<l l)f!l('N over y tWM hi> p1OQI11m 
st 1($ 
Tl'Vs QO<'S for NO M weft so be c ref I.II wh« you ~hf 
Ye~ j __ ~ 
Re.!>dy 
Figure 7-2 Proce ·s Monitoring Module 
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7.2.2 Integration Testing 
When the module testing has achieved certain degree of success and meets the objective , 
the sub modules are combined into a working system. Integration testing is planned and 
coordinated so that when a failure occurs, developer has some idea of what caused it. For 
example, the simple Port Scanner is tested when it integrated into the main system and to 
make sure it can work properly. 
j' ci 'fEj 
t" Loedi Comp!it~r 
--------1 
t 92 . Ille . l I 
I 
(' Ren1ote Mechlne 
i 1 "'"-._._ .............. ..i.;;;=;...J 
I ~si1 
~N·i 
_ _.I Ir ift ·11 l 
eo To j eo 
IP address Port number Po1tSt<5l\Js Attc~s 
192, 166.Lt 20 Close l 
192.166.1.l 21 Close I 
192.100.l.l 22 oese l 
192.166. I. I 23 oese 
192. 168.1.1 24 Cfo~o 
192.168.1.l 2S Close 
192.166.1.I 26 Close 
("'., l(O I ! " t"l~,.,., .<.l " 
Cun<:el 
;,,~ ·" ~ ............. ------K\ .... - ......... ,, . ,_....,. .J 
Figure 7~3 imple Port canner Module Integrating Test 
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7.2.2.1 Bottom - up Integration 
Bottom-up testing is one popular approach for merging components to test the larger 
system. In this method, each component at the lowest level of the system hierarchy i 
tested individually first. Then the next components to be tested are those that cal the 
previously tested ones. This approach is followed repeatedly until all components are 
included in the testing. The bottom-up method is useful when many of the low-level 
components are general-purpose utility routines that are invoked often by others, when the 
design is object-oriented or when the system is integrating a large number of stand-alone 
reused components. Testing which had been carried out throughout FirePower is based on 
Bottom-up Integration approach as shown in the following figure 7-4. 
Te t 
Test F 
Figure 7-4 Bottom-up T •·ting 
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7.3 System Testing 
System Testing is differences from unit testing and integration testing. ystern testing i 
the ultimate testing procedure. System tests study all the concern issues and behaviors that 
can only be exposed by testing the entire integrated system or major part of it. The testing 
process is also concerned with validating the system meets it functional and non-functional 
requirements. Under system testing, the whole process was simulated and followed 
through until the end. 
Although some of the sub module had been testing for its functionality in the integration 
testing, now is the really testing to see the integration/interaction from different sy tern. 
Subsequently, corrections are done to the relevant cornpon nts upon detection of faults or 
errors. The following figure 7-5 and figure 7-6 hewing how the · ireP wer w rl s. 
~·, f'lrnwdll I Ir I 111 H 1.0<)1 
..:.1 
Add Rule 
) ";(".MM e 
Ip A d1eu 19:! . 1611 I 100001 APJ 
DcHn hon 
lpAdd•~U I 0 
1001), I All 
0 0 0 P-t)1I jO Jilt All) 
NllM 
\t') " 1 ~Min $.,, J ;..;;) 1 Wl, 
lgur · 7-5 lnsert Rule to Flrul I>\ •t' 
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!,~,1W:_,·J~1M, l,!!.::·• 
Figure 7~6 ICMP Packet is blocked 
7.4 Conclusion 
The testing strategies as outlined in this chapter cannot be executed concurrently. Testing 
has to start from bottom-up, namely from unit testing to implementation/ functional testing, 
and finally to system te ting. The order in which it is performed is en ~11·e that all areas of 
loopholes are covered exten ively. nee te ting ha been completed, the full-fledg · stem 
ts ready to be put in prodL1ction. 
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CHAPTERS SYSTEM EVALUATION 
8.1 Introduction 
After having gone through the implementation phase, which includes program 
development and coding, system evaluation is the final phase of developing the system. In 
this phase, system evaluation involves determine the problems and difficulties which arise 
during and after the program coding phase, recognizing the system strengths and 
weaknesses and finally draft out the system limitations and also it future enhancements. 
This chapter will also present the knowledge and experience gained though the process of 
developing and implementing FirePower. 
These areas will be delved into further details in the following sections. 
8.2 System Strengths 
As this project is about building a pure computer security firev all application here is ome 
strength that th is program has managed to reveal: 
8.2.1 Easy-to-use Application 
Ease-of-use i most important aspect in this stern. Thi ' tem peciall design sd to 
allow a more efficient and effe tive prote l .omputer I'" cur e, from intn1d rs, 11·e snt 
unauthorized access to the computer. It eliminates ns man tlm .-con urning and resource- 
consuming tasks as possible. n the other hand, this s stem pro· ides eus to use und us. I' 
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friendly user interface, no training is needed to be specially conducted to learn how 
FirePower works. FirePower is extremely easy to use in which all new users will be able to 
pick in the shortest time as it is equip with graphical button. 
8.2.2 Organized and User Friendly Interface 
All the modules in FirePower have its own and standardized user interface, no command 
line is needed and easy to learn. Standardization in user interface design is making 
FirePower flow easier to understand and reduce the complexity of the system. 
8.2.3 System Transparency 
System transparency refers to the conditi ns where user do not have to know or learn 
about how packet is filtered, how the system structure, how the filter driver is being built 
and anything related to the system built. U ers are ju t required to know bow to 
communicate and simple configuration with the user interface of the system. 
8.2.4 Reliable System with Effective Errors Handling 
To avoid run time error, FirePower is developed with error handling. rror mes age will be 
displayed when the system encounters exceptions and it v ill not terminate uddenly, By 
using "exception handling' block as shown in table bel w, e er error can be handled 
efficiently. When error occurred, message box ill bu displa ed immcdiutel to the user. 
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8.3 Problems Encountered and solutions 
Several problems have occurred during the development and implementing of Firef'ower. 
Some problems have been discovered and solutions have been sought during testing and 
reference check on the information through fnternet Forum and MFC C++ programming 
reference books. Encountering with these problems has been proven to be valuable 
experience and guideline in the future. 
8.3.1 Difficulties in determining the scope of the application 
FirePower involves a lot of network constraints and model. Therefore, basic knowledge is 
needed as a foundation in building an application of this nature. However, due to lack of 
knowledge in this field and thi field is u ing latest technology, it is v ry difficult to 
determine the scope of the system and how the actual network security firewall works. A 
a result, a lot of effort is needed to gather information about the scope f the system. 
Before starting this project plenty of time ha been sp nt in re earching the network 
firewall such as Sygate, Tiny Firewall 6.0 and ZoneAlarm. In thi research we have tried 
to use the software and learn the way they work. 
8.3.2 Understanding on Current System Procedure 
From the phase of data gather and analysis, had read s me journal. book and tries to 
understand the current firewall available. 
Understanding in details on current firev 1111 appli 'ution h •Ip· in nhan 'ltS th· s 1sl .m. Thus, 
developers face problem on some details pr cedure on configu e th" rules. 1 hi' is due to 
the limitation such as: 
10 ... 
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• Unauthorized access 
• Denial of service 
• System vulnerable 
8.3.3 Difficulties in choosing a development platform, programming 
language and tolls 
There are several platforms that we can use to develop a firewall application such as Java, 
C++ and C# .NET. Besides the platform, choosing a suitable programming language and 
tools was a critical process as all tools and the programming language have their strengths 
and weakness. In addition, the availability of the required tools for development is also a 
major consideration. 
Getting information from internet helps in making the decision of choo ing platform and 
development tools. By choosing C++ .N T as the platform have orne advantage . 
C++ .NET is a powerful programming language but equip with easy to use u er interface. 
8.3.4 Lack of knowledge in develops Firewall 
The very fast challenge in developing Firewall uch as Firef'ower is to master and to get 
familiar with programming language, firewall application b havior and the security 
features in tran ferring packet aero s the netv erk. For in. tan ·e, to get ma tering in u ·ing 
visual studio .NET by using ++ .N T and MF as the programming language, dlolbugging 
and compiling file. 
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By referring to website msdn.microsoft.com, lots of article available there. Besides that 
lots of valuable information can be gained from codeproject website. 
8.4 System Limitations 
Owing to the time constraint and the constraint of the programming language itself, there 
were some limitations in this FirePower. These include: 
8.4.1 Lack of functional modules 
Although being able to perform the major and important task of a observing the traffic, the 
firewall still lacks certain functionality such as entering more than the number of 
maximum rules. Well this minor functionality may provid the ideas for the future 
enhancements of FirePower. 
8.4.2 Lack of Network Utilities Display 
The FirePower is not able to show the traffic bandwidths usage. 
8.5 Future Enhancements 
Some functionality of the system can be enhanced in order to improve the quality of the 
system. The following are orne recommendations be developer and u er 011 how to 
enhance the system that developed. 
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8.5.1 Increase the number of rules 
In order to guard the traffic effectively, more rules is needed. Beside that more powerful 
filtering driver been developed. 
8.5.2 Module Enhancement 
More effective application filtering is developed. 
8.6 Knowledge and experienced gained 
Through out the process in developing FirePower, a lot of knowledge and experience can 
be gained. First of all, mastering in C++ .NET programming language, which are the 
powerful programming languages nowadays. Besides that though out this project I. have 
the chance to learn the latest technology and networking concept such as packet filtering 
concept. Knowledge can be gained through self-study, information from internet 
practically applying the knowledge and getting advice from oth r . 
More opportunities in exposing to P environment including etting up tool configuring 
hardware and software had eventually helps in experiencing the real and practical 
techniques in performing those mentioned ta k . 
In developing FirePower, an opp rtunity given to get involv in designings terns, system 
tray, program and interface of the system. 
Presenting propo ed Pirel'ower and public 1.e 1king had al 'O helps in lrnpro ing 
pre en tat ion skill. In spite of thi s, cxp~ricnc" are gained from uch an u ti it uml to 
improve one to become more sel f .. con flden I!" hen fa. 'ing th 1 pub Ii '. 
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In addition, developer has to be independent enough when performing task in developing 
system. Developer also must learn to be a problem solver, patient, critical and an analytical 
thinking to resolve problems and to face challenges. 
8. 7 Conclusion 
After implementation, FirePower should be evaluated. Problems that encountered were 
analyzed and the appropriate solutions were taken carefully. Overall, FirePower strengths 
fulfill the functional and non-functional requirements as planed at the start of this project. 
Although there some constraints or limitation in FirePower but there can be the future 
enhancement. Knowledge and experience gained through this project also being evaluated. 
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APPENDIXES 
Outline 
A. Installation 
B. System Requirement 
C. Getting Started 
A. Installation 
I. Open folder Installer under folder FirePower Ver 1.001 and double click FirePower Ver. 
l.00 I Windows Package Installer. (Make sure you read the user manual before 
installing this firewall application.) 
2. Then a setup wizard will prompt up and read carefully the instruction (Figure 10. [). 
After that, proceed to the next steps. 
Welcome to the FirePower Ver. 1.001 Setup Wizard 
The installer will g1.J11:J8 you tl1rough the steps required to install Fire Power Ver 1 001 on 
your computer. 
WARN 1 NG. This computer program is protected by copyrigt1t law ar'cd international 
treaties. Unautr1oriwd dt1plication or clistnbut1on of this prograri\ or any portion of 11 may 
result in severe civil or criminal penalties. &nd wlll be pros outi:d to the- max1mu1'h .sixte-nt 
possible under tlle 1aw. 
Figure 10. I 
3. Then, a wizard that require to select the in stallaricn folder for Fire Power Ver. 1.00 I as 
shown in figure I 0.2. Fol low the instruction and proceed L the next teps. i sk ost 
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will show out the space needed by this program to install on your hard disk. You can 
click Browse button to change the location of installation flles.) 
Select Installation Folder 
lhe installer will 1nstall FlrePower Ver. 1 .001 t<> the folftiwin9 totd~r 
To instaJI in t1·1is folder. click "Ne}<t", To ins~all to a dift~rentfol<ter. Mtet ltbetowor did<' 
"Browse" . 
.Eold~r: 
Jc .\Program F"l!~S\ U ser\ArePower Ver 1 .00 l \ Browse . ..J 
DlskCost . J 
1nsta1r f!lrePower Ver. l oo 1 for yourself, or for anyon~ who uses tl"ds eomput i 
o.everyone 
0Justm 
igur I .2 
4. After proceeding the previ u tep a confirm in t II tion ar I will pr mpt out t 
confirm the installation f thi program igure l . . lick e t t nfil·m und the 
in tallation of thi program will tart aut maticall . 
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Confirm lnstallation 
The installer is ready to install FfrePower V~r t 001 on yovr computer 
Click "Next' to stattihe instamif1on 
igure I . 
B. System Requirement 
Processor: Pentium 11 00 MHZ and abov . 
All Windows Operating ystern: 
Window 98 Wind W' 2000 Wind 111 
erver Window N version 4 and Window P. 
Space needed: _ M 
C. Getting tarted 
I. Introduction 
·irePt)V er Ver. l.00 I is de 101 ed s t p 1 ·k ·t· llt •ring bus ·cl fit '\ ill 
up1 Ii atlon v hi t m re suitac I· f r snnll un .'iltlf I• n .tv o k t 1 1 ·rst 11nl 
u ing on pet·scJ111-tl ·omput\:!r. Thi, fir"'~v II ls Wilna Fit' ~t f 1 k l)ri m' R1:f'·r 
to uide.doc un for iri;:Pow •r f Id .r.), l~or itnr l.'mcttfinQ tlii~ Hr'\ nl] 
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effectively, a good security policy should be setting up as the most basic 
policy concerned to "Allowing some traffic that you want and then block all 
traffics". 
IL FirePower lnterfaces and Panels 
File Rules Option Tools Help 
I 
I 
I 
Figure I 0.4 
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Ftgure I 0.5 
Del Rule 
Enable Rules 
Disable Rules 
$¢'.f----- 
igure 10. 
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BlockAJI Traf.f:lc 
Alf ow Ail Tti!!ff!C 
igure 10.7 
Port Scanner 
Process E;.;plorer 
Process Monitor 
r s 
Fi m·i;: 10.8 
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About FirePower 
! 
I r 
l 
Figure I 0.9 
_,;__,.,.__..~..-.-l~~ 
Ftl~ Pui~s Option Tool~ Help 
I ,,., 
' ' ... -. 
Fi 1.11·~ I 0.10 
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